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Overview

What is DB On Demand?

Components

- Web Interface 
- Apiato 
- Configuration 
- Actuators 
- Monitoring
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What is DB On Demand (1/3)

For the users: A CERN IT Service o�ering centrally managed databases.

A user request a database with certain parameters (type, size, ...) in the CERN  
resources portal and receives a connection string and administrator credentials.

Currently hosting  
- ~ 380 MySQL 
- ~ 110 PostgreSQL 
- ~ 60 In�uxDB 
- ~ 10 Oracle (Phasing out)
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What is DB On Demand (2/3)

For us, service managers: An automation platform for database instances management

- Lifecycle (Creation/Destruction) 
- Configuration 
- Backup/Recovery/2nd Level Backups 
- Upgrades 
- Some typical DBA operations (DB Account management)

The platform is build upong three basic concepts: instances, clusters  
and resources.

Instances are standalone systems. 
A cluster is a certain number of instances sharing a relation (peers, replica sets,  
primary-secondary, pairs, etc.)

Both instances and clusters can have resources associated with them (For example, NAS
volumes)
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What is DB On Demand (3/3)

All platform components are based on Open Source technologies and public*

Web Interface (NodeJS + AngularJS)

github.com/cerndb/dbod-web (https://github.com/cerndb/dbod-web)

Apiato: API Server (Python + Tornado)

github.com/cerndb/dbod-api (https://github.com/cerndb/dbod-api)

Database Backend (PostgreSQL) (Schema can be found in previous repository)

Con�guration* (Puppet)

Database Actuators (Perl + Bash)

github.com/cerndb/dbod-core (https://github.com/cerndb/dbod-core)

Monitoring (Telegraf, In�uxDB, Grafana) (To be released)
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Code sharing

The platform architecture has been presented to the European Sourthern 
Observatory (ESO) and the École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) after  
we were contacted regarding interest in implementing a similar solution.

Inside CERN, the Apiato API Server and the database backend are shared (di�erent 
instances of the same code/schemas) with the Nile Streaming Service, a recent CERN IT  
Service dedicated to provide Streaming solutions (starting with Apache Kafka).
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User Interface (Home)
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User Interface (Instance Detail)
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User Interface (Con�g editor)
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User Interface (Recovery)
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User Interface (Metadata Editor (Admin only))
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Apiato: General concepts

REST API, written in Python using Tornado

Used by DB On Demand and the CERN Nile Streaming service

Single point of entry for any component to service data (database)

Wraps interactions with 3rd party APIs (Rundeck, StorageAPI, FIM, ...)

Clients: Web Interface, Puppet (using custom Facts), Instance Actuators
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Apiato: Design choices

Needs to support di�erent use cases with the same core components

The application code and the inner database schema are common for all instances

DBOD/Nile speci�c implementations are de�ned in the API database schema, which is
then exposed with PostgREST.

Taken from postgrest.com (https://postgrest.com) Motivation section:

PostgREST is a standalone web server that turns your PostgreSQL database directly into 
a RESTful API
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Apiato: Overview

Postgres

Apiato

views Stored Procedures

Inner schema

API schema

Http

Rundeck StorageAPI PostgREST
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Apiato: Example of instance metadata (1/2):

{ 
"active": true, 
"attributes": { 
  "buffer_pool_size": "1G", 
  "eos_archive": "true", 
  "eos_backup": "true", 
  "notifications": "true", 
  "port": "5500" 
}, 
"basedir": "/usr/local/mysql/mysql-5.7.15", 
"class": "REF", 
"db_name": "pinocho", 
"db_type": "MYSQL", 
"hosts": [ 
  "db-gc505" 
], 
"id": 20, 
"logdir": "/ORA/dbs02/PINOCHO/mysql", 
"socket": "/var/lib/mysql/mysql.sock.pinocho.5500", 
"state": "RUNNING", 
"username": "icoteril",
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Apiato Example of instance metadata (2/2)

"version": "5.7.15", 
"volumes": [ 
  { 
    "file_mode": "0755", 
    "group": "mysql", 
    "instance_id": 20, 
    "mount_options": "rw,bg,hard,nointr,tcp,vers=3,noatime,timeo=600,rsize=65536,wsize=65536", 
    "mounting_path": "/ORA/dbs02/PINOCHO", 
    "owner": "mysql", 
    "server": "dbnash5141" 
  }, 
  { 
    "file_mode": "0755", 
    "group": "mysql", 
    "instance_id": 20, 
    "mount_options": "rw,bg,hard,nointr,tcp,vers=3,noatime,timeo=600,rsize=65536,wsize=65536", 
    "mounting_path": "/ORA/dbs03/PINOCHO", 
    "owner": "mysql", 
    "server": "dbnash5111" 
  } 
 ] 
}
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Con�guration

We use a Puppet custom fact ($::dbod_instances) which queries the Apiato cluster in  
each Puppet run on any given server and fetches the set of metadata for all the 
instances hosted in that particular server.

Customization according to the instance metadata is then applied:

# Operate on dbod_instances fact 
if (is_hash($::dbod_instances)) { 
  $defaults = { 
    require => [ 
      Class['::dbod::certificates'], 
      Class['::dbod::users'], 
      ], 
  } 
  create_resources(dbod::instance, $::dbod_instances, $defaults) 
}
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Instance Actuators

These are the programs performing �nal operations on managed systems, either 
by connecting to the managed systems or to the hosting servers to execute 
OS level operations.

The current version (for DBOD) was developed in Perl, mostly because of dependencies 
from legacy code to manage NetApp NAS servers using their NetApp SDK. It will be 
eventually replaced by (probably) Python code.

These are what needs to be extended/customized in order to support new platforms/systems
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Database Monitoring System

The monitoring system is based on:  
- Telegraf for metric collection (CollectD)  
- In�uxDB for storage  
- Grafana for Visualization  
- ElasticSearch for Server and Query Log processing
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Database metrics monitoring
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Database logs
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Questions?

For further information and discussions you can joins us in the upcoming 
DB On Demand Workshop next Wednesday 20th September 2017 in the CERN IT Auditorium. 
 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/664210/
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Thank you

Ignacio Coterillo
Computer Engineer, CERN
ignacio.coterillo.coz@cern.ch (mailto:ignacio.coterillo.coz@cern.ch)
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